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1. INTRODUCTION
Detecting transient changes in features associated

with very small part of an image frame in a sequence of
images is a necessity in diverse areas. Among the most
important applications include remote sensing1-4, industrial
inspection5, video surveillance6,7 and semi automated medical
diagnosis8,9. Other than thesewe have applications of change
detection in underwater sensing10, and even in driving
assistance11,12.

As change can be of many types, so is its detection,
which can be done following many different approaches;
most common among these uses image differencing, principal
component analysis, object classification and comparison,
change vector analysis1,13 etc. Typically, through detection
of changes one strives to ascertain the evolution of specific
features or parameters over time. Simple change detection
techniques only intimate of actual occurrence of change,
while more sophisticated techniques provide detailed
information about the location(s) of the features(s) undergoing
change as well as qualitative or quantitative information
about the relevant feature(s). Typically except for very
simple cases, which are unrealistic, or for very simple
techniques, change detection is quite expensive in terms
of time as well as computation. For simple techniques
which work directly on image data, like simple image
differencing, the output is not very reliable except for
artificially simplified cases or for highly controlled scenarios.
To improve reliability, one slowly moves from using direct
image data to single or multi-step-derived information like
information generated after segmentation or object classification.
Recently, object-based change detection has come to the
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forefront of interest in the field of remote sensing14 as
reliability of such methods have been seen to be among
the best possible offline procedures. In these types of
methods, one needs to segment the image and identify
objects of interest; subsequent steps are then carried out
w.r.t. the objects or some of their features only. In contrast
with the traditional pixel-based approach, these kind of
object-based approaches have the benefit of having much
more information like object texture, shape, compactness,
etc. to aid in decision-making steps, which makes them
much more reliable. These object-based techniques, though
very useful for offline processes, are impractical when the
computational cost becomes important. For scenarios in
which many of the features of the events are known and
are almost static (though not controlled), changes are
expected to be associated to a very small (< 0.001) part
of image and the response time of detection algorithm
must be fraction of inter-arrival time of image frames, algorithms
having low computational cost yet moderate-to-high reliability
are the answer.

A simple super pixel-based change detection algorithm
that is very fast but is more reliable than traditional image
differencing techniques is discussed. This technique can
be generalised for any sized image and can be very easily
implemented in hardware to provide change detection as
a pre-processing step at TV rate.

2. METHODOLOGY
Most of the simple techniques, which work directly

on image data, are based on exploitation of intensity data
of the pixels. A common approach in intensity-based change
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detection problems is some variations of image differencing
techniques where the choice is based on minimisation of
computation cost and time. These are primarily used for
the so called motion-still segmentation algorithms7, shot
change detection algorithms6, etc. which are widely used
for video data compression. These algorithms are primarily
pixel-based, as even pixel level mistakes in reconstruction
will be noticeable. These algorithms should be reliable
and fast. However, there are many applications like vehicle
tracking12 where speed is a very important criterion.

The problem scenario in the current case is described
as follows:
· Projectiles fitted with flash charge are fired over sea

during low tide.
· The shells explode coming in proximity with ground

generating a predictable sized flash event.
· The event is observed through cameras staring in the

approximate direction of the event.
· The background is primarily featureless and slowly

varying.
· The flash event always occurs at an approximately

fixed distance and so flash size can be predicted with
little error.

· The requirement is automatic detection of a flash
event.

· The exploding projectile still moves quite fast and so
the frame rate of the camera should be high.
A similar requirement is also there in applications where

the detection by the camera is used to cue some event.
A typical example of such a case can be using a camera
to provide trigger to optical tracker, radar, etc. in place of
a flash detector. A flash detector is extremely fast but may
be difficult to set up and may not be very reliable for
remote observation. In such a scenario one needs to use
a high frame rate camera with suitable lens and a fast
algorithm to process the output.

One can formulate the problem by considering a sequence
of gray scale images having a resolution of 2m x 2n where
m, n is positive integer. Let I

k
(i,j)  (0<i<m, 0<j<n) is the

intensity of the i ,jth pixel in the kth frame of the sequence.
If one performs an image subtraction between the kth and
k+1th frame then the i,jth pixel of the difference image,
Ä

k,k+1
(i,j), is given by
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Collecting the values for all pixels, one gets the difference
image. Ideally the quantity on the left should be zero
when there is no change in the images through the sequence,
and the difference image should be a matrix with all elements
zero. However, for real image sequences, the matrix will
almost never have all zero values. This is due to various
fluctuations of pixel-level attributes which may not be
controllable. As most of these fluctuations are random in
nature and their magnitudes are usually very small, their
effects can be eliminated if one uses a threshold or if one
clubs a number of pixels together to form larger super
pixels and use their properties instead of those of single

pixels. In that case also, threshold will be required; however
the threshold in the latter case should be globally more
stable than the threshold required in case of individual
pixels. This is logical as the fluctuations mentioned earlier
are expected to be random in nature.

A super pixel-based image differencing algorithm has
been discussed that could keep up with a frame rate of
up to 50 fps for an image size of 2m x 2n where m=n=9
and give reliable result.

The procedure can be broken up in following steps:
Step 1. Generation of super pixel dimensions and allocation

of data structure: The authors have combined a 24x24

block of pixels into one super pixel. The number of
such blocks along the horizontal and vertical directions
can be found out by dividing the relevant number of
pixels by 16. Two numbers of two-dimensional arrays
of unsigned integers have been used to represent
two sets of values for the boxes; one for each of the
two images under comparison. Both the data structures
are initialised to zeros. The particular size of the pixel
boxes should be chosen judiciously; too small a box
will approach the classical image differencing situation
and too large a box will fail to detect any change other
than catastrophic ones.

Step 2. Setting up the access mechanisms for the images
under comparison: The images under comparison are
gray scale images referenced by unsigned character
pointers. To improve the performance, the authors
have type casted this unsigned character pointers to
double word (WIN32 data type DWORD). This has
allowed to move every four contiguous pixel values
at a time between memory and CPU resulting in substantial
reduction in number of memory accesses which is an
important aspect of the optimisation in the algorithm.

Step 3. Processing on actual image data: To achieve an
efficient performance level, bitwise operators have
been used. The procedure can be understood in terms
of following steps:
· To access the pixels there are nested �for� loops

which traverse the pixel location in vertical and
horizontal directions. Usage of DWORD type casting
reduces number of memory accessing to one-fourth
of actual pixels of the image.

· To generate the indices for the pixel boxes the
current value of the pixel location counter was
right shifted by two bits (divide by 22). Let the
image resolution be 640 across by 512 pixels down.
So the counters run up to 160 and 128, respectively.
Let the first counter be at a value of 8 and the
second one is at a value of 29. These are actually
referencing pixels around the locations 32 and 116,
respectively which should go to the box with indices
2 and 7 (divide them by 16). The same values are
generated by right shifting the counter values by
two bits.

· Next step should be the actual extraction of the
pixel data. DWORD pointer as mentioned earlier is
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used to access every four contiguous pixels. To
access the information bitwise ANDing were applied
between the content pointed to by the DWORD
pointer and a suitable mask patterns to extract the
desired byte corresponding to one of the four pixels.
The result was then right shifted by suitable number
to extract the byte. For example, for the first pixel,
the mask O x FCOOOOOO was used and the result
was then shifted to right by 24 bits to extract the
first byte; similarly for the second pixel we use the
mask O x FCOOOO was used and shifted right by
16, and so on. The outputs of each step were added
to generate an accumulation of pixel values and
were assigned to the appropriate boxes. Selection
of mask as O X FC rejects the lowest two of the
significant bits which are considered to be noisy
implying an overall input SNR of 18dB per pixel.
This inference is based on actual scenario of interest
and may require modification for different scenarios
of image capture. The procedure can also be executed
in reverse order with some changes in implementation.

· After data was extracted for all the four pixels and
has been summed up, the accumulated value was
sent to the appropriate box as mentioned earlier
where it was added to the existing value in the box.

· In this way, the entire image was scanned.
Step 4. Checking for Change:  Afterwards the values

accumulated in the boxes were compared between the
current frame and the previous frame using nested
�for� loops. To save computation time, once the comparison
has been made for a box pair, the accumulated value
in the box for current frame was transferred to the
corresponding box for previous frame within the same
nested �for� loops. A difference more than a pre-set
threshold is considered as valid change. Depending
on the requirement, the processing can be stopped
as soon as a valid change is detected; or the locations
of all the valid change points may be saved in an
array for further processing � like detection of shape,
contour, etc.

3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
The system was tested with various types of backgrounds.

Figures 1 and 2 show a part of   input images captures
under ambient sunlight and the detected event is an explosion
in air. The input image has a size of 512 x 512 and the
explosion patch and its reflection have an approximate
size of 17 x 40. To illustrate the output of our algorithm,
the procedure was run on the each input image to generate
25 x 25 numbers of rectangular sub-images of  24 x 24 pixels
size, where each of these pixels were set to the average
gray scale value of that sub-image. Figures 3 and 4 show
the respective modified input images. Figure 5 illustrates
the difference image. To improve visualisation contrast
stretching has been applied to produce Figs 3-5.

Looking at the figures, the boxes are clearly identifiable.

The apparent darkness in the second image is due to the
bigger maximum for normalisation in it. Clearly the event
can be detected based on the processed image.

Since the technique is based on comparison of intensity
values, the choice of threshold becomes quite important
and decides the reliability of outcome. However, through
experiment it has been found that the intensity of the flash
patch is quite high compared to the rest of the image and
so any threshold value more than the average intensity
of the scene is adequate to ensure reliability. Repeated
application of this algorithm throughout the year in different
ambient light conditions can help to generate suitable
methodology to automatically determine the optimal value
of threshold on any particular operating situation.

Often threshold selection is based on a study of image
histogram15. However, the histogram-based image analysis
works well when the image sequences are in general unimodal

Figure 1. The background.

Figure 2. The event.
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and becomes bimodal in case of presence of any event.
The small bright spot of image in Fig. 2 is too little to
modify the histogram of image of Fig. 1. Looking at the
Figs 6(a) and 6(b) one cen  see that these are almost
identical and so histogram-based threshold estimators cannot
work.

To get an estimate of the speed of execution, the
algorithm was run for image sequences of different length
starting from 100 frames to 700 frames, and the time taken
was checked as per the computer clock. The image resolution
was 640 pixels by 512 pixels. A plot of mean time of execution
against image sequence length shown in Fig. 7(a) indicates
the performance of the algorithm. The application software
has been developed using Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0. The
time estimates were found by checking the PC clock before
and after running the algorithm. A  commercial desktop
PC with 3.00 GHz Pentium Core 2 Duo processor with 3
GB RAM and running Windows XP service pack 3 (upgraded
from SP2) was used.

To assess the improvement in performanece due to
usage of DWORD type casting, the effect of using LPSTR
to store the image data in the same algorithm on the same
sequence of frames was tested. An LPSTR is a pointer
to an 8-bit character, so instead of one memory access
to transfer data of four pixels to CPU for subsequent

Figure 3. Processed view of Fig 1.

Figure 4. Processed view of Fig. 2.

Figure 5. The difference image between Figs 3 and 4. Figure 6.(a) Histogram of Fig. 1, (b) Histogram of Fig. 2.

(a)

(b)
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4. CONCLUSIONS
An innovative approach for online detection of any

intensity-based change associated with small part of the
image in a sequence captured at a frame rate of 50 fps has
been discussed. Essentially the objective was that processing
time should be much less than the inter-frame interval. The
algorithm developed has been in use for inhouse developed
software based on photogrammetry-based measurement
technique. It is seen that thoughtfully chosen data structure,
data type casting, usage of appropriate operations, sequencing

of activities to achieve optimised performance, has remarkably
improved the performance of the algorithm. Figure 7(a)
clearly shows that the algorithmic approach used can allow
much higher frame rate in our type of usage. Similarly this
approach may be used to support complex image processing
tasks at 50 image frames/s.
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bitwise AND operation to separate each pixel value, one
is actually accessing memory location four times to get
the data for the four pixels. The finding of the exercise
is illustrated in Fig. 7(b).

One can see by looking at Figs 7(a) and 7(b) that the
time of execution has increased approximately by three
times.
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